We suggest a complete analogy between the lepton current and the Cabibbo theory for hadronic weak interactions. Both neutrinos couple to both the muon and the electron, so at least one of the neutrinos is required to be massive. The two neutrinos have the same type of interactions and are distinguishable only by their masses, like the muon and the electrons. In this theory muon number {or electron number) may be violated. All possible types of such processes are considered. In particular p ep and the decay of the more massive neutrino, &~p, are calculated in detail. We find a lifetime for v& larger than 1.5x 10 sec.
I. INTRODUCTION (cos8 sin8 (X) (-sin8 cos8 i, A. ) where (9 is the Cabibbo angle, so that the weak current couples the proton quark to Bt [and in SU(4) theories the charmed quark, 6", couples to A. ] . However, when an analogous lepton multiplet is constructed there is no such rotation.
In this paper we postulate a complete analogy with the hadrons in which the electrons and muon couple to &, and &", respectively, where (v, i (cos8 sin8i (v, i (v") i-sin8 cos8f (v") (1.2) The weak leptonic charged current is therefore given by Z'"=ey -, '(I y')v, +Py-" . ' (1-y )v-", (1.3) and this current occurs in the Lagrangian in the form 2 =gJ'"W" +H.c. +' ' ', (1.4) For less energetic neutrinos such events should be observable in the laboratory. Such events would be detected by the occurrence of photons along the predicted neutrino pa, th.
IV. OTHER EXPERIMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
In this section we consider processes involving neutrinos in which muon number is violated. A typical process would be v"+n-e+P. However, in order to compare it with the existing experimental upper limit, we must consider the mechanism from which the neutrino was created. This is usually the process r -pv". But in our scheme, the decay» gv, has a branching ratio [compared with I'(n'-gv")] of tan'8. However 
